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Movement among High churchman inspired the abolition of the slave trade in 1807 and of slavery

throughout Bri�sh dominions in 1834. The word " Aboli�on " means ................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Baghdad and the neighborhood had experienced all the vicissitudes of the political and economic

decline  of the caliphate after the death of  al- Mamum.  The word " Vicissitudes " means

.........................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The military forces have usurped the authority of the president and the cabinet. The word "

Usurp" means..........................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

People who do not have thoughtful planning in life face a precarious future . The word "

Precarious " means ...................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In 492 BC the Persians launched an expedition to gain control of the central Aegean and to punish

Athens and Eretria for assisting the Ionian rebels. " Expedition " means ................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Nadir shah's madness was characterized by an overweeping lust for power and the most

wxtremw avarcie. The word  " Avarice " means ...........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

A group of Republican leaders formed a provisional government and proclaimed the second

French Republic.The word " Proclaim "means ................................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

World leaders must be able to understand the modern international ..................

liberty government arena ascendancy
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1. 2. 3. 4.

During apartheid in south Africa, the majority of black people were victims of racial ...................

discrimination dilemma dynasty element
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The study of history of families using historical documents to discover the relationships  between

people is known as .....................

chronology etymology sequence genealogy
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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It is the job of a historian to portray the crossing of .......................and the linking of systems in

human history.

conditions boundaries traditions commodities
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In the twentieth century changing ..................within the nation created a need for a social history

to recount the history of groups struggling for position in the national society.

interpretations priorities documents communities
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1. 2. 3. 4.

During the 19th and 20th centuries, the nature of history was changed by the .......................and

resilience of the nation as the main form of political and social organization.

ambition ascendancy qualification hegemony
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Detriot , Michigan , showed a certain economic  resilience  and was somewhat  ............in the

1970s by the building of the Renaissance center and associated  renewal ac�vi�es.

rejuvenated differentiated established predominated
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1. 2. 3. 4.

German airpower couldnot continue ................such heavy losses , and in October operation Sea

Lion was postponed indefinitely.

accumulating limiting sustaining capturing
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Only one of the Umayyed caliphs, Umar II( r.717- 20 ) tried to respond to the growing

.................and hostility of the non- Arab muslims.

burdens frustrations rights sentiments
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Overexposure to sunlight can have a damaging effect on the skin. The " Damaging " means

...............

precarious helpful detrimental temporary
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Our forces have ....................deep into enemy territory without being seen .

usurped prevailed proclaimed penetrated
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1. 2. 3. 4.

During the periods of Mongol ..................the principality of the Ottoman Turks emerged in

Anatolia.

objectives assignments benefits raids
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1. 2. 3. 4.

After the defeat of Persian army at Djalula, Umar was faced with the problem of the

administration of the .................in the Sawed.

conquests nomads efforts estates
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In 42/ 662 Muawiya ...................Abd Allah b. Amir governor of Basra and the east.

extinguished restored reappointed captured
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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From the reign of " Umar to that of al- Mamum, seventeen expentions are recorded against

Daylam. The word " Expention " means .................

fable raid myth area
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In 1917, Russia was ....................by revolu�on and ceased to be significant factor in the ongoing

war.

inverted modified included immobolized
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Egypt and Isreal signed a peace ...................in 1979, that year , a revolu�on led to the crea�on of

an Islamic republic in Iran.

nobility treaty expedition fragment
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1. 2. 3. 4.

By tact, Persuasion, and force, Henry IV reduced religious tensions , stimulated commerce and

curbed the nobility. The word "reduced" is the closest in meaning to .....................

developed germinated thrived limited
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1. 2. 3. 4.

 Shah Abbas was force to negotiate. negotiate means in persian ............
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1. 2. 3. 4.

During world war I, although Iran was a (n) ........................, her territory became a battlefield for

Turkish , Russian and British forces.

opposition republic neutral nation
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The .......................between - pro and anti- Mossadegh forces reached a climax during the summer

of 1953.

component reconciliation consequence dissension
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The agricultural .........................of Africa itself began only in the 19th century.

suppression exploitation artillery compaign
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The British , supplied by the RAF, withstood a long ..................at Imphal, finally  breaking it in july.

ordain doctrine strategy seige
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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